MOROCCO - YOGA & MINDFULNESS
Retreat pricing & things to know

Retreat dates :
Pre trip to Casablanca & Rabat : Saturday May 14th - Monday
May 16th’2022
Main retreat to Chefchaouen, Volubilis, Meknes & Fez
Monday May 16th - Sunday May 22rd ‘2022
Post trip to The Sahara Desert & Marrakech Sunday May
22nd - Friday May 27th’ 2022
Retreat Pricing : Our goal is to offer you a luxurious yoga/
mindfulness retreat at the most reasonable prices. We have
partnered with locals in Morocco as well as some of the best
guides and used our local knowledge of Morocco to find the best
prices and have passed on those discounts to you!
Retreat price includes hotel accommodations, transfers,
professional guided activities and experiences, all entrance fees to
historic monuments, 1-2 meals/day as shown on the daily itinerary
& yoga/mindfulness classes as shown on the daily itinerary. The
hike in Chefchaouen and jeep ride in the Sahara Desert are also
included.
Please see our links for daily schedule and itinerary to read more
about the fantastic magical journey we have planned for you.
-

RESERVE YOUR SPACE with a $400 non-refundable
deposit.

-

Pay the balance in customized installments as long as
the remainder of your payment is fully paid 60 days
before the retreat.

ROOM RATES FOR THE PRE - TRIP
➤

Private room with SINGLE
Occupancy (one person only in
room) : $950 USD per person

➤

Private room with DOUBLE
Occupancy (2 people sharing
each room, twin beds for
roommates, queen beds for
couples) :$800 USD per
person

ROOM RATES FOR THE MAIN RETREAT

➤

Private room with SINGLE
Occupancy (one person only in
the room) :
$2125 USD per
person

➤

Private room with DOUBLE
Occupancy (2 people
sharing
each room, twin beds for
roommates, queen beds for
couples) : $1825 USD per person

ROOM RATES FOR THE POST- TRIP

➤

Private room with SINGLE
Occupancy (one person only in
the room) : $1200 USD per
person

➤

Private room with DOUBLE
Occupancy (2 people
sharing
each room, twin beds for
roommates, queen beds for
couples) : $1000 USD per person

Exclusions (not included in the pricing) :
Flights, Visas, tips, personal expenses, and meals not included
(typically 1 meal/ day not included)

Diet restrictions :
If you have dietary restrictions we will have traveller forms that you
can fill out and list them , so we can coordinate this with our local
team. We have never run into issues in the past and our tour company
as well as hotels always do a great job accommodating this.

BOOKING FLIGHTS:
For those who want to do the pre trip extension to Casablanca we
recommend flights in and out of Casablanca.
For those joining in Chefchaouen we recommend flying in to Tangier and
out of tangier as well.
Since the trip begins and ends at different locations( i.e. begins in
Chefchaouen and ends in Marrakech or Casablanca) we recommend
buying roundtrip tickets from one location and then purchasing the local
regional flight to connect you back to the airport for your roundtrip flight.
We have a flight partner that we can have check multiple options for all
interested participants. We provide our contact information to the
participants and allow you to book and research flight options directly.

THINGS TO KNOW
➤

Keep in mind if you are visiting the desert or the mountains, the temperatures do change pretty
drastically from morning to night or from peak to valley so be prepared to pack layers.

➤

Culturally, Morocco may be a very diﬀerent place than where you are from. When visiting the
medinas, if you want to buy something, make sure to barter. Though it might be uncomfortable
to some at first, bartering is a way of life in Morocco and considered an aspect of social culture,
so get involved! Plus, you’ll be able to get some great souvenirs for a cheaper price.

➤

Additionally, Morocco is a predominantly Muslim country, so it’s best to respect their practices,
such as wearing modest clothing, which covers your shoulders and knees. Although there are
people who wear shorts when visiting Morocco and rules regarding female dress code are more
lax than in some other Muslim countries, it is best to err on the side of caution and respect the
customs of the country. Be conservative with your actions (no PDA or kissing in public).

➤

Additionally, if traveling during Muslim holidays, such as Ramadan, some attractions such as
mosques might be closed during prayer times or the locals will be fasting so some restaurants
may be closed during certain times, so be sure to check their schedules and hours before you
go.

➤

If using taxis in Morocco, always make sure to settle on a price before you start your journey to
avoid paying an overpriced fare. If you have questions about how much a ride to your
destination should cost, your hotel reception should be a great resource to use.

THINGS TO KNOW
➤

Be sure to bring Outlet Converters (Type A & Type C)

➤

The local currency is Moroccan Dirham. Morocco is still very much a cash society. Throughout the country,
it's very diﬃcult to cash traveler's checks or use credit cards. Euros are by far the easiest foreign currency
to exchange, and are often accepted as payment if you don't have any dirham on hand. U.S. dollars and
British pounds can be exchanged at banks and bureaux de change, but will rarely be accepted as payment.
Throughout the country you'll also come up against a blanket refusal by any Moroccan to accept any
dirham note that is damaged (that includes the slightest tear).

➤

There is always a problem making change in Morocco, and it's often diﬃcult to pay with large banknotes.
Always be on the lookout for smaller denomination (10 and 20) bank notes and dirham coins, as this will
make your life easier during the daily trials of tipping for services and paying for inexpensive everyday
goods such as bottled water. Good places to break down a large note are the Acima and Marjane
supermarkets.

➤

It's best not to completely rely on being able to use your credit card when shopping in Morocco. Some
large, tourist-friendly shops, especially the carpet emporiums, will have the necessary equipment, but
when paying for smaller purchases, cash will be the only form of payment accepted. If you are using your
credit card, be aware of the full amount being charged to your card prior to signing oﬀ the transaction. The
transaction should be in dirham, so be aware of the current exchange rates. When it's possible to pay for
goods and services by credit card, MasterCard and Visa are accepted, but rarely American Express. Diners
Club and Discover cards are not accepted in Morocco.

➤

Learn and read more about Morocco : https://www.acanela.com/search?
q=Morocco&f_collectionId=57d9829837c5819632bc630 b

CANCELLATION POLICY & REFUNDS
➤

Deposits are nonrefundable .

➤

A participant’s reservation may be canceled if full payment has not been received by 60 days prior to departure.
For reservations made within 60 days of the departure date, full payment is required when the reservation is
accepted.

➤

If a participant cancels 60 days or more prior to departure, the deposit is considered transferable and will be held
and can be used toward any new booking as long as you rebook within 12 months of the cancellation date of your
original trip.

➤

Any revisions made within the Cancellation Penalty Period, such as a change in departure date or choice of tour,
are subject to this cancellation policy.

➤

Any airline tickets issued through our partners are subject to the carrier’s refund policy.

➤

Arriving late or leaving a tour in progress, for any reason whatsoever, will not result in a refund, and no refunds
will be made for any unused portions of a tour.

➤

Acanela Expeditions & Aparna Levine reserves the right to cancel any tour because of good-faith concerns with
respect to the safety, health, or welfare of the participants.

➤

If an tour is canceled prior to departure, the tour operator will provide participants with a full refund of monies
paid to the tour operator; except in the event that the cancellation is due to a significant event that makes it
infeasible to operate the tour as planned, in which case the tour operator will provide participants with a refund
and/or credit toward a future Acanela Tour equivalent to monies paid to the tour operator.

➤

If Acanela Expeditions cancels the tour in progress, participants will receive a prorated refund based on the
number of days not completed on the tour.

➤

This policy applies to all parts of the retreat : main retreat & pre- and post-tour extensions.
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